
MODULE 6

Unique Authentic Inspired Life
VIDEO SUMMARY



Unique Authentic Inspired Life
Video 2:

How do we use the Oracle as a means of finding out what a unique, authentic and 
inspired life means to us individually?

 Thinker - indicates we’re already a unique self. Looking at logic and self
 definition...the Ego self that does know who we are. We have everything we need 
 already, all the information about who we are already and who we could become.  
 Can’t skip over who we are now

 Time To Go - want to leave behind the parts of us that we think about ourselves, 
 that don’t serve us.

  Part of choosing UAI Life is the willingness to let go of what doesn’t serve
  us, the way we identify ourselves, the continuation of unhealthy patterns we 
  engage in

  Time To Go about releasing the old self in order to welcome the new one

 Chop Wood - the work that is necessary for us is our awareness, willingness to
 be aware of patterns and self you want to become...calling into being. Daily
 practice of doing the things you need to do

Stay present in the day-to-day

UAI Life comes to you by being you and getting to know yourself

Do small thing in front of you...logical next step

Leaving behind the self that doesn’t work for us

Day-to-day, lifetime process
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
IN THIS VIDEO A REMINDER IS PROVIDED 
TO REMAIN PRESENT IN THE DAY-TO-DAY, 
AND THAT YOUR UNIQUE, AUTHENTIC AND 
INSPIRED LIFE COMES TO YOU BY BEING YOU 
AND GETTING TO KNOW YOURSELF. 
 
Through a 3-card demonstration using WOTO, guidance is provided 
in response to the question ‘How do we use the Oracle as a means 
of finding out what a unique, authentic and inspired life means to us 
individually?’ The reading advises to do the next thing that’s in front 
of us as we leave behind the self, while remembering that this is a 
day-to-day, lifetime process requiring us to take small steps to get to 
the big ones.
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